Control of Catalytic Activity of Nano-Au through Tailoring the Fermi Level of Support.
The catalytic properties of nanometals are strongly dependent on their electronic states which, are influenced by the interaction with the supports. However, a precise manipulation of the electronic interaction is lacking, and the nature of the interaction is still ambiguous. Herein, using Au/ZnFex Co2- x O4 (x = 0-2) as a model system with continuously tuned Fermi levels of supports, the electronic structure of the Au catalyst can be precisely controlled by changing the Fermi level of the support, which arises from the charge redistribution between the two phases. A higher Fermi level of ZnFe2 O4 support makes nano-Au negatively charged and thus facilitates the oxidation of CO, and in contrast, a lower Fermi level of ZnCo2 O4 support makes nano-Au positively charged and is preferential to the oxidation of benzyl alcohol. This work represents a solid step towards exploration of advanced catalysts with deliberate design of electronic structure and catalytic properties.